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Migrate your MS-Access application to the web

Product Information
Migrate your MS-Access application to the web

We specialize in converting your Microsoft Access database to the Web
Turn your MS Access application to a Web App
What you will receive from us is a modern website/ web app with the same functionality as your current

MS-Access database, the only difference !! it is online and can be used anywhere on any device with

following operating system running Windows/Apple/Linux and Raspberry.

You can add, edit and delete data from anywhere in the world. the only thing you need is a internet

connection.

Antrow software has converted over 620 MS-Access databases to the web from customer all over the

world. With our long time experience and our own developed conversion tools (Anrow.net MS-Access

webform usercontrols™) we ensure a fast and cost effective migration up to 70% faster and cheaper than

our competitors.

What is your key benefits

We convert all your existing data to a Microsoft SQL server/DB2/My-SQL server or Oracle server1.

Your MS-Access Forms, Reports, Export will be converted one to one into a new modern web

design

2.

Your new web application can be hosted in the Cloud or in your local network3.

You can control the users access to the database with our standard user rights assignments module

(Free of charge)

4.

No distribution of software or Office licenses needed anymore5.

The converted website can run on any device (Windows/Android/Mac/Phone/IPhone/Tablet)6.

You can access your data and reports anywhere and anytime7.

The migrated website also supports touch screens8.

For more information please go to our FAQ section or see some of our converted MS-Access databases

here

Here are some customer examples of MS-Access database we have migrated to a Web App.

MS-Access grid view as a Web App

Shopping, issue and sparpart management as a Web App

Shipping and service intervention as a Web App
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